DIY Lithium Iron Phosphate Batteries (LiFePO4) for Marine Applications

On the Mar Azul we are power
hungry. We use 400-600 Ah a day
from our 12V house bank. Mostly it's
a result of 4 inefficient home style
refrigeration systems. They provide
us about 20 cubic feet of space, 1/2
of that freezer. But we also have 2
laptops, computer networking
equipment, 12V water maker, coffee
pot and microwave adding smaller,
but not insignificant power demands.
After 18 months of cruising, the
majority at anchor, we wore out a
set of 12 golf cart batteries. Not
completely, they still worked, but the
capacity was reduced to about 60%
of new. I believe we had around 700
partial cycles since we charge
morning and evening to reduce the
depth of discharge. The bank
operated mostly between 50 to 80%
state of charge except when we
equalized or ran the generator
longer than normal. I think that's a
reasonable service life based on the
literature, especially given the
sulfation issues encountered when
not fully charging each cycle. There
are also significant negative
environmental impacts of housing
lead acid batteries in the engine
room with 95 degree temps at
anchor and 110 underway.
We looked at more efficient refrigeration, solar and wind to reduce our daily power demands. These options,
particularly solar make lots of sense. Ideally we would have done this first, in order to minimize the required
house bank. But for us these are bigger projects. We want a hardtop or rigid aluminum structure over the fly
bridge to mount solar panels and proper refrigeration requires carpentry work we don't have the skills to do on
our own. But regardless, the current situation dictated we had to replace the house bank soon. So it was a
good time to review the options for replacement.
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Broad Market Options
I've been following the development of lithium batteries for some time. Specifically the lithium ferrous
phosphate, LFP or LiFePO4 chemistry, and all references here are related to that chemistry. Lithium offers
similar bank capacities at 1/2 the weight and reduces the space requirements by at least 1/3. That alone is not
a compelling argument for us, but probably has been for many of the earliest adopters on racing sailboats and
catamarans. But what we really liked is the expected cycle life, maintenance free aspects and faster charging
without a slow acceptance phase. These batteries accept full rate until fully charged. If you can supply the
power, the bank can fully charge a discharged battery in an hour, although 2 hours is generally the
recommended rate. Finally and important for us, lithium batteries are not bothered by engine room
temperatures.
The cost historically has been very high, but that situation is changing. Part of that cost is for a Battery
Management System (BMS). The BMS insures each cell in the battery system is never over voltage or under
voltage. Either situation can destroy a battery. This is an important consideration in any installation.
I classify the marine lithium market into 3 categories:
Traditional Marine Manufacturers - This includes Genasun and Mastervolt. They offer plug and play (as much
as possible anyway) lithium battery bank systems complete with a single BMS. This group has pioneered and
championed the technology for the marine market.
Packagers - This group includes Smart Battery and Lithionics. They package lithium cells together in the same
form factor as traditional batteries. Each battery has some kind of BMS packaged in the battery. This group sells
to the marine and other markets as a drop in replacement battery.
DIY - This group is users that purchase individual cells and BMS systems separately. You have to piece together
your own battery bank system. Generally suppliers are small and market mostly to the electric vehicle (EV)
market, but that seems to be changing. I will cover some specific suppliers and manufacturers in a different
section.
But let's look at rough costs for each category and compare that to traditional batteries. These are approximate
costs per amp hour for a medium size 12V marine house bank.
Traditional Marine
Packagers
DIY

- $21-25 per Ah
- $10-15 per Ah
- $3.50-5 per Ah, plus $300-400 for BMS

I believe the costs will fall over the next few years for the first two categories as production volumes increase
better covering the engineering expenses. The DIY category is tied mostly to cell cost alone with many options
in the $5 per Ah range. There is only one known source at the $3.50 per Ah, Winston cells distributed by Balqon
in large capacities. This development occurred after I finished my installation. I'm not sure if this is a leading
indicator of future cell pricing or a temporary situation. A white paper I read claims the manufacturing cost in
China equates to about $2 per amp hour before sales, marketing and transportation expenses.
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Comparative Costs to Traditional Batteries
We also considered traditional replacements. I had to do this project in Grenada, so I've included both the
actual cost for the Caribbean options we considered and the normal US pricing range.
AGM
AGM Caribbean
Lead Acid
Lead Acid Caribbean

- $3-3.50 per Ah
- $3.55 per Ah
- $.90 to 1.25 per Ah
- $1.33 per Ah

To compare lifetime costs, you need to factor in expected life. I decided to trust the lab results that imply
lithium will last for 2000 cycles. Most traditional lead acid and AGM manufacturers don't like to quote cycle life.
But what I've seen implies a best case lab testing of 600-1200 cycles. For comparison, I assumed lithium would
last 3 times longer. This is a risky assumption since there are no real life examples supporting this conclusion.
But I think it's a reasonable comparison based on my experience.

Second, it’s reasonable to factor in the usable
capacity. I used conservative estimates of 50%
usable capacity for lead acid/AGM and 70% for
Lithium. So if I wanted to match my 1350 Ah total,
675 Ah usable capacity of lead acid, I only needed
1000 Ah of lithium. This assumption is well proven.
Some consider the usable capacity of lead acid at
only 30-35% since you find you actually spend
most of your time living in the 50-85% state of
charge (SOC) window.
These are the annualized battery operating costs I
came up with for my power hungry boat spending
8 out of 12

months at anchor based on the assumptions above.
Lithium with BMS
Lead Acid
AGM

- $1433/year (includes shipping, customs fees, BMS)
- $1200/year
- $3192/year

This shows for a high demand application like ours, the expected cost falls between AGM and lead acid, but very
close to lead acid including in the onetime costs of the conversion. In my opinion, the only reason to install a
large AGM deep cycle bank today is if you need seamless integration. The initial purchase prices are almost the
same, before the many benefits and few drawbacks.
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In the DIY arena you do have to design your own system. It's not plug and play yet. You have to like working on
this sort of thing. Or find someone who does. But this is not rocket science if you have basic electrical skills. I'm
going to cover the options, design considerations and some of the specifics of my particular installation.

Battery Options
Lithium cells come in many chemical
variations. I believe at the moment the only
option I can suggest for marine use is Lithium
Iron Phosphate, sometimes abbreviated as
LFP. There are a few slight variations in the
chemistry of this category including LiFePO4
(generic version), LiFeYPO4 and LiFeMnPO4
cells. These are all similar batteries, the
variations by different manufacturers is
mostly marketing.
These all come in what's called a prismatic
form factor which translates to a rectangular
plastic case. They are available in many sizes
rated from 40 to 1000 Ah. Each cell is
nominally rated at 3.2V, and it takes 4 cells in
series to make a nominal 12.8V battery.
The lithium iron phosphate chemistry, LiFePO4, is different than the exploding laptop batteries we all heard
about a few years ago. It is the safest lithium chemistry on the market today according to an article published
in the summer 2012 edition of the Electrochemical Society magazine. A complete review of lithium safety
issues would make a good doctoral dissertation and is beyond the scope of this post. So I’ve included some
links at the end of the post where you can review the research on lithium safety in general. But before you
jump to conclusions on any of it, make sure the section deals with LiFePO4 chemistry.
I believe the most substantial risk is unavoidable and has nothing to do with chemistry; we want a large 5-25
kilowatt hour storage bank. That’s a lot of potential energy in one place. I remember my mother telling me
“loose lips sink ships”, I’m not so sure about that one, but “loose connections will sink ships”. So make sure you
follow all applicable ABYC electrical guidelines (as of this writing there is nothing specific) and ask for help if
needed.
The lithium cells easily available to the public are all manufactured in China. The biggest manufacturers are
CALB, Sinopoly, Winston and GB Systems (GBS). Some people have purchased factory direct. I tried but found
the logistics too difficult. Calib Power (CALB), Balqon (Winston) and Elite Power Solutions (GBS) are stocking US
distributors. In addition to the distributors, there are many EV dealers offering the batteries, but most do not
stock the cells for immediate delivery. A few do, so shop around. No matter what source you purchase from,
make sure you have confidence in their ability to deliver. There have been cases of dealers going out of business
suddenly. I hope this situation improves. But don’t say I didn’t mention it.
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I installed 48 100Ah GBS cells to make a
1200Ah house bank. This bank is slightly bigger
than the 1000Ah required, but it fit nicely and
enhanced the capacity of the house bank.
Because I was in Grenada, I wanted to source
the parts from one place to simplify and reduce
the shipping costs. The freight forwarder I
used would not combine shipments for ocean
freight. Electric Vehicle Enterprises, a GBS/Elite
Power dealer was able to offer both the cells
and the BMS. Further, they saved me
additional time by making some custom
modifications to the BMS I needed and
included almost all of the small components
needed to complete the installation.
BMS Options
As you may recall, the primary purpose of a
battery management system (BMS) is to
protect the lithium cells in the event of over
voltage or under voltage conditions. Either
situation will damage these batteries, extreme
deviations can destroy them. The BMS
removes the battery bank from the charging
source if the voltage is too high or removes the
battery bank from the loads if the voltage is too
low. The monitoring is done at the individual
cell level making sure no cell in the pack goes
below 2.5V or above 3.6V.
Cells are usually connected in parallel first,
then in series. That way you only need to
monitor 4 voltages for 12V systems.
Connected in series first, requires monitoring
on every cell.
A BMS also does cell balancing. This is
intended to insure each cell in the battery bank
is kept at the same SOC. Initially on
installation we fully charge all the cells so each
cell starts at 100% SOC. As we discharge and
charge the bank over several cycles, the cells
can potentially drift apart and cell balancing is
a process to keep them in sync with each
other.
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Traditional batteries have this problem too. Lead acid batteries (except unusual ones), have either 3 or 6 cells in
an individual battery. These individual cells within a lead acid battery do eventually end up at a different SOC,
or level of charge. Further, individual batteries combined in banks also tend to drift over time. You can
measure this with a hydrometer. When the specific gravity of each cell is no longer the same, the battery
and/or bank needs to be balanced with an intentional equalization overcharge until the specific gravities line up
to the same value. Some amount of overcharging is not only tolerated, but desirable to desulfate and balance
the bank.
Lithium batteries will not tolerate this approach. Overcharging a lithium cell not only damages the cell, it
creates lots of heat. So a different approach is necessary. A simple BMS accomplishes what we call a top
balance. During every charge cycle, as a cell reaches 3.55 volts, the BMS shunts current to a resistive load,
slowing the charge to that cell while allowing the lower cells catch up. More advanced BMS systems are active,
charging the lower cells in the bank with energy from the higher cells on an ongoing basis.
While this sounds good in theory, it may not work well in a marine environment. In the basic top balancing BMS
systems I considered, the maximum shunting ability of the BMS was too small to be effective with typical marine
chargers, unable to stop the cell from continuing to charge. Ideally, the BMS would also control the charge rate
to keep this from happening. But that’s just not practical for a generic DIY installation.
The good news is that practical experience is demonstrating that lithium cells once balanced don’t tend to get
out of balance. Fellow mariners with packs installed much longer than mine are reporting no cell drift at all.
Even electric car conversions with 48-60 cells, a much bigger balancing problem, are reporting no need to
balance routinely. So I don’t see this as a critical function of a BMS. Over the full life of a lithium bank, you
might need to do it manually a couple of times, but the evidence is that it will be less often than you need to
equalize a traditional bank. I will cover a way to manually balance later in the post.
Conventional mainstream thinking requires a formal BMS for any lithium installation. However, since balancing
is proving to be less of a problem than anticipated, there are differing opinions on the necessity. Many new DIY
installations both in electric vehicle and marine house banks are not using a traditional BMS. There are also
cases where the BMS has failed, causing instead of preventing premature cell failure. If you are careful, there
are ways to approximate the functions of a BMS using other approaches. You can fine tune the charging
systems to prevent overcharge. The inverter, sometimes the biggest consumer, can be set to use the low
battery cutoff setting to remove most of the load prior to exhausting the bank. Or you could use a low voltage
disconnect. If you go this route, it’s imperative that you keep the cells between 2.5 and 3.6V. This means after
allowances for slight variations between cells the bank remains between 11 to 14V at all times. While you could
stop here, I still think at a minimum you need a cell level monitoring system. One product used by cruisers is a
Junsi CellLog8 . This is a very inexpensive 2-8 cell voltage monitor with an alarm output. It can be programmed
on over or under cell voltages to drive an audible alarm and a solenoid to disconnect the battery bank.
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There were only 2 simple BMS systems I considered. The Elite EMS and Clean Power Auto's HouseBMS. Both
are top balance systems, a feature of limited value
for marine installations. But both provide the
important mechanism to protect the batteries
from over or under voltage situations. I chose the
Elite EMS since I could get everything from the
same source. And it had a couple of extra features,
a remote display and includes a battery capacity
monitor which I did not have. And it also monitors
cell temperature. Clean Power Auto offers most of
the additional features as a separate option, but
still does not offer cell level voltage and
temperature display.
Design Considerations - Charging

The charge/discharge curve of lithium is very flat. It's impossible to tell current state of charge by battery
voltage alone. During discharge, the voltage will vary about 1/10 of a volt. So voltage tells you one of three
things; the battery bank is fully charged, dead, or somewhere in the middle. This means you must have a
battery monitor to estimate the capacity remaining in your battery bank. You can use any marine monitor that
counts amps in and amps out to display battery bank state of charge.
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You must make sure no charging source will exceed 14.2 volts measured at the battery terminals. Ever. There is
no leeway here if charging based on battery bank voltage. A better target is 14V. Properly configured chargers
will be tapering current by this point, and the battery is full. Further, this voltage should not be sustained. It's
only used to fully charge the pack if desired. The absolute maximum float voltage is 13.8V. I use 13.4V float, a
more conservative number possibly limiting my normal capacity to about 90% SOC.
There are some studies that indicate this may extend the battery cycle life. To do that, you should always strive
to remain on the flat parts of the charging and discharging curves. For marine house banks, we rarely get near
the bottom of charge in a well operated system. But we do get near the top every time we fully charge, a
frequent occurrence.
Look at all your charging sources: inverter/chargers, alternators, solar/wind controllers etc. Usually the gel or
AGM battery setting will work, but custom programmed options are even better. Remove the battery
temperature sensors if you have them installed. The lead acid temperature adjustments are not needed or
desired.
Most chargers have 3 charge stages today. Bulk charge at constant current until a voltage is reached,
acceptance charge using a constant voltage until either a time period expires or a current level is reached, then
float charge. Ideally you don’t want the acceptance cycle. If you can disable it, aim for 14V at the battery for
bulk and then switch to 13.4V float. If you can’t disable the acceptance stage entirely, aim for 13.8V bulk, 13.8V
acceptance and 13.4V float. These are intentionally conservative values.
At dock, I found on one of my inverter/chargers the AGM setting worked best. Even though it bulk charges up to
14.4 volts, it senses voltage at the charger. At 100A the voltage on the battery terminal is about 14V when it
switches to float. This is caused by the voltage drop in the battery cables between the charger and the battery
bank. The absorption/acceptance stage is disabled. At the float voltage of 13.4, the full voltage makes it to the
battery since the current flow is essentially zero eliminating the voltage drop. This is a common behavior, so
don’t panic if your charger is not adjustable and the voltages look too high in the manual. Measure the voltage
at the battery with a good meter.
My other inverter charger, which is programmable, still gave me some unexpected problems. It has a hard
"rest" routine programmed for lead acid/AGM/Gel to make sure they don't boil away. During float, it wants to
periodically drop the float charge entirely until it senses 12.7V before resuming. This may be good for AGM
and flooded batteries, but will not work for lithium. Left alone, this would almost completely discharge the
lithium bank before it went back on float charge. Fortunately in conjunction with the other charger it's OK. The
latest Magnum controller and firmware can disable this feature which I plan to upgrade to eventually.
At anchor both chargers run full blast (160-170A combined) with the genset running. We have to run the
generator to cook morning and evening and that's mostly sufficient to keep the batteries within their normal
operating range. On occasion, when we are away for an evening and miss a normal charge cycle, we sometimes
end up doing a little catch up.
My alternators have a simple one stage regulator with a small analog screw adjustment (pot) that allows you to
set the charging voltage. I set this to 13.4V with the batteries already fully charged, so it essentially floats the
whole time. It will charge some if the bank is not full, only at low rates, and never achieve full charge. But it
does carry all the house loads underway.
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If you want to optimize charging with alternators, you're going to need an external 3 stage regulator. But be
careful, there is very little voltage rise during charging and you must keep the alternator within its continuous
duty rating. Or it will overheat and fail.
Finally you have to look at other auxiliary batteries like for gensets, windlasses or thrusters. Ideally these
batteries need their own charging system. My generators have alternators and dedicated starting batteries, so I
just leave them isolated. Windlass and thruster batteries are most likely some distance away from the house
bank; I think you may find the voltage drop for the wiring run will allow them to be paralleled into the house
bank for charging. Especially if that's how it’s already wired. About a 1/2 volt drop will eliminate any drag on a
lithium house bank, but it won't ever fully charge the auxiliary batteries.
Design Considerations - BMS Integration
The BMS must have the capability to shed the loads. Some installations use separate charging and discharging
paths, so a charging problem won't disconnect the house. This pretty much requires separate chargers and
inverters. Otherwise, if you use a combined inverter/charger like I do, you will use the same solenoid to isolate
the lithium bank for protection events.
Prior to this installation, our house bank did everything except start the gensets. But now with the possibility of
the BMS removing the battery, I had to have
some way to protect the alternators. Not to
mention suddenly losing all the lights and
electronics. You know it will happen at the
worst possible time. I elected to retain 2 of
my old golf cart batteries and create an
engine start bank. Other than at anchor, we
leave the two banks paralleled together since
the charging voltages are reasonably
compatible. At anchor to isolate the engine
start batteries we move a battery switch to
isolate them. Under discharge the normal
voltage is 13.2V for lithium versus about
12.7V for the AGM, which turns the lithium
into a charging source for the start batteries.
I'm not sure it matters much though. I
estimate the parasitic load of the AGM
batteries at around one amp, almost a
rounding error in big picture.
You might be tempted to use a battery
combiner, I was, but it was a bad idea. The
one I used made and broke the connection
when I wasn't expecting it. I also later
considered in a low voltage BMS event, the
house loads would still have no power. I
may wire a solenoid to the ignition switch
that combines the batteries, just in case I
forget to do it manually to make 100% sure
they are connected underway.
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You also need to wire the BMS electronics so it makes sense for you. Every BMS is different, and so are the
interfacing requirements for your electrical system. I’m going to discuss my specific example. Here is a hand
drawn schematic of the wiring I added to the basic Elite BMS:

This diagram added the following functionality to the basic Elite BMS:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

A master system power switch at the battery bank
A remote buzzer and silence switch if there is a BMS Event
A bypass switch to override the BMS
A power switch for the BMS display
The components necessary to open the master solenoid for either over or under voltage
A lamp to show when combined by battery combiner (not implemented)

The BMS Connections:
1) OV : Over voltage, +12V normally, GND if any cell >3.6V
2) UV : Under voltage , +12V normally, GND if any cell <2.5V
(note) both OV and UV go to GND for other errors like over temperature or BMS sensing failure
3) CPU+ : BMS power supply
4) CPU- : BMS ground
5) MDE : Connecting to GND toggles the pages on BMS display
6) SOL- : GND connection for solenoid coil
The BMS is not shown in the diagram, but the terminated connections on the left are directly connected to the
corresponding BMS connection. Other connections going directly to the BMS, for example the current sensor
are not discussed.
The relays are standard Bosch type you can find at any auto parts store. The battery connect/disconnect
solenoid is the Tyco EV200, more easily found in the marine community as a Blue Sea Systems 9012. If you had
separate solenoids, one for charging sources and one for loads, the BMS would operate them directly. The
Bosch relays were needed since I only have a single solenoid. If either the over or under voltage signal from the
BMS goes to ground, the battery solenoid needs to open. So the BMS is wired to control the Bosch relays. An
alarm situation grounds the Bosch relay coil, energizing the relay. If either or both of the Bosch relays are
energized, the battery connect solenoid is de-energized by removing the ground connection.
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The "packaging" of the display and controls
were not suitable for a panel mount
installation. Fortunately, for a small charge,
Electric Vehicle Enterprises was able to make
a box I mounted on the panel that contains
the display, display mode switch, display
power switch, alarm, alarm silence switch
and BMS bypass switch.
Installation Steps
The GBS cells come pre-packaged in 4 cell
units, connected in series making a 12V
battery. This won't work since you must first
arrange cells in parallel, then in series for
large banks. I had to remove the cell
strapping to realign the batteries and
reassemble. Typically these cells are
installed in groups of 4-8 cells sandwiched
between aluminum plates. If enough heat is
generated during use, the cells can buckle or
bulge and the strapping prevents this
keeping the internals properly aligned.
I'm not convinced at my loads and operating
temps the cell strapping is essential, but it
was required for warranty purposes, so I
went with it. It requires some pressure on
the end plates to reassemble the straps. This
is normally done with a hydraulic press, but I
was able to use two ratcheting cargo straps
to hold it together for reassembly.
The cells arrive at about 1/2 charge. Before
building the full pack, I pre charged them in
groups of 16 cells to full charge. It also gave
me an opportunity to test all the BMS wiring
and see how it worked on the bench (my
forward cabin) before getting in the engine
room.
The BMS cell boards for the Elite system
come packaged in standard strings cabled
for 4 cells in series. The wiring is too short
between the boards for cells connected in
parallel. Electric Vehicle Enterprises was
able to supply the strings with customized
lengths to work with my configuration. Otherwise I would have needed to drag out the soldering iron.
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Here is a diagram of the final configuration:
One unusual addition is fuses installed in some of the
parallel connections. These were recommended by
Elite Power in the unlikely event a cell should short
out. Without the fuses, one bad cell would pull
current from the remaining 11 cells in parallel. To my
knowledge, this has never happened. But it does add a
level of safety in a 15 kilowatt hour battery back. Who
was I to argue? I used 80 amp ANL fuses you can get
from any car stereo supplier.
Subsequent discussion has revealed that the fusing
design could be further improved. Even though the
shorted 3V cell is disconnected from parallel
connected adjacent cells, the bad cell remains serially
connected with good cells to the 12V bank. This will
attempt to pull the 3 good cells up to 12V and drive
them to overvoltage. Adding additional fuses in the
very middle of each serial connection (D1 in the
diagram) and duplicating the existing parallel fuses for
the middle parallel connection (the middle C1’s in the
diagram) eliminates this problem.
The GBS cells have a unique 4 screw per terminal
attachment system versus most other brands that use
bigger metric bolts. This permitted the ANL fuses to
be mounted between the buss interconnects.
The other cell types could use an automotive style ATO
blade fuse/holder with ring terminals for a large bank
of 100 or 200 Ah cells. They don’t need to be large
fuses, if each is rated at 25-30 amps, the bank can
operate at close to 300 amps. Larger capacity cells or
smaller banks may need something more robust.
Manual Balancing
Once the bank was fully installed, it was time for the
final cell balance. To do this, you want each set of
paralleled cells charged evenly to about 3.55V each.
The easiest way is to use a test bench charger and just
top each cell one by one until they each have reached
3.55V.
I don't have a test bench charger, so the alternate
procedure is to charge normally until the highest cell
reaches 3.55V, discharge that cell to match the lowest
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cell and continue charging. Repeat until all match at 3.55V.
To discharge an individual cell, I used 200 feet of 16 gauge wire from an old extension cord. Simply short the
cell via this 200 ft of 16 gauge wire, a homemade resistor. This is a hands on event watching the cell voltage
and making sure not to overheat your resistor.
If only one cell is low, out of line with the other 3 cells, it can be individually charged with an isolated 6V golf cart
battery. It must be completely isolated! Two strands of 16 gauge wire 100 ft long connected between the
negative side of both batteries and a normal wire between the positive connections yielded a 15 -20A charge
rate. Stop the charge when the cells are aligned.
Installation Problems
We had some practice with single cell charging routine since one of the installation issues we experienced was a
bad BMS board. One of my 12 cell parallel 3V banks continually drifted to lower voltages compared to the other
3 cells over a 2-3 week period. This should not happen. So I had to realign it a couple of times until I found the
culprit. A bad BMS board was drawing 200 times the normal current of 1-2 milliamps. Over time, this caused
the cell imbalance. I found it with an IR heat gun showing the BMS board running a mere 10 degrees F warmer
than the other boards which were at ambient room temperature. Fortunately I had a spare BMS board which
resolved the issue. This experience adds to the case material supporting skipping a BMS on the principle they
cause more problems than they solve. But I still stand by my original thinking. The BMS is your insurance policy
protecting a significant investment from the failure of a charging system or your own mistakes.
The final installation issue we have is with the SOC display on the BMS. It is designed for the EV market where
the battery packs have high voltage but lower capacities. A really big one would be 200Ah at 144V. But I have
1200Ah causing some counter in the firmware to overflow. The SOC display works normally to about 66
percent, then overflows the display, still showing a usable number with 224% representing full charge. I've been
offered a software patch or the next generation unit which is supposed to have a Wifi interface. I'm holding out
for the updated product since the display is usable for the time being. Smaller banks won't have this problem.
We've been very happy with the installation so far. The main difference observed in normal operations is the
higher nominal voltage of 13.1 to 13.2V increases the production of our DC powered Spectra water maker by 510 percent. We’ve also reduced the overall generator runtime hours since there are fewer instances of running
the genset solely to charge the house bank. There is no reason the bank needs to be fully charged every cycle.
We tend to catch up on charging when we need the genset for other purposes. However, the real test is how
many battery cycles we will get before we have to replace them.
In addition to the suppliers already mentioned, I'd like to thank T1 Terry from Down Under and the other posters
on this Cruisers Forum Thread who helped me chart a path for this endeavor.
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Collection of links for those interested in more information:

Forums / Blogs
Cruisers Forum
GWL Blog
DIY Electric Car
Jack Rickard's EVTV
Articles
Extending Cycle Life
Battery and BMS technical
Battery Futures
If you like rocket science :)

Lithium Safety
General Discussion on Lithium Safety
How Electrolytes Influence Safety
Sinopoly Battery Test Video
Lithium Battery Hazard and Use Assessment
Sandia BATLab Presentation
LiFePO4 Cycle and Stability Tests
Sandia Labs LiFePO4 Tests
Videos
Professor Whitacre Lecture on LiFePO4 Batteries
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